Young or Ready Series: Dialogue with Experienced Building Services Engineers
(23 March 2018)
By Mr. Steven POON
The sharing event jointly organized by YMC and Building Services Division was successfully held in
the evening of 25 March 2018 was one of the Young and Ready Series Activities. In this event, 6
distinguished speakers (Ir Calvin Fu, Ir Brian Cheng, Ir Dr. Anthony Lo, Ir Raymond Tam, Ir Sammy
Yeung and Ir Chris Lo) from the Building Services Division committee conducted the sharing with
over 20 young engineers on their routes to become a professional engineer. All speakers were
experienced engineers and assessors in the field over the years from various sectors of the industry.
The event began with a sharing by Ir Calvin Fu (Chairman of the BS Division). Ir Fu shared his
working experiences and the challenges encountered in different projects of his professional career.
He suggested young engineers should expose wider in the industry so as to equip themselves for the
professional assessment. Moreover, Ir Fu also shared some tips on the professional assessment and he
mentioned the engineering sense and thinking of young engineers are also the key and important
assessment criteria in the interview as their technical knowledge. He suggested young engineers should
always strive for the rationale behind the technical knowledge.
Ir Brian Cheng (Vice Chairman of the BS Division) also shared his experience in professional
assessment from the perspective of contractor. He talked about the challenges encountered by young
engineers working in contractors and recommended young engineers should widen their horizons and
keep update of the engineering industry around the globe so as to get themselves ready for the
assessment.
Apart from the sharing by the distinguished speakers, young engineers can also have nice and causal
chat with them during the dinner session of the event to take the advices for professional assessment
and learn from their professional experience on the industry.
The sharing was ended with a joyful dinner and sharing among young engineers and speakers. On
behalf of the HKIE and all participants of the event, we would like to express our appreciation to 6
distinguished speakers for their insightful sharing, providing guidance on the way to the Corporate
Membership in HKIE and devoting their time to make the event be a successful one.
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